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Today's webinar

• Introduce the GRADE-CERQual approach
• Give an overview of each of the GRADE-CERQual 

components and how to make an overall assessment of 
confidence

• Demonstrate how the new iSoQ tool (interactive Summary 
of Qualitative Findings) can assist you with applying 
GRADE-CERQual 



What does the GRADE-CERQual approach 
do?

• GRADE-CERQual aims to 
transparently assess and describe 
how much confidence to place in 
individual review findings from 
qualitative evidence syntheses



What is a Qualitative Evidence synthesis?

"A qualitative evidence synthesis, or QES, is a type of systematic 
review that brings together the findings from primary qualitative 
research in a systematic way. (Flemming & Noyes 2021)



New to QES?

Qualitative Evidence Synthesis (QES): Learning Live webinar 
series

All webinars available to watch on: 
https://training.cochrane.org/qes-learning-live-webinar-series
• Introduction to qualitative research and qualitative evidence synthesis

• Question formulation and searching for qualitative evidence

• Selecting studies and assessing methodological limitations

• Making sense of framework and best fit framework synthesis
• Thematic Synthesis

• Meta-ethnography

• Upcoming: Integrating qualitative evidence syntheses with intervention 
effect findings



GRADE-CERQual is applied to individual
synthesis findings
• In the context of a qualitative evidence synthesis, a review finding 

is…:

• Review findings from qualitative evidence syntheses can be both 
descriptive or more interpretive. They might describe a theme or 
pattern, or theory emerging from the analysis.

…an analytic output that describes a phenomenon or an aspect of 
a phenomenon



Difference between "full" and "summarized" 
review finding

1. The full review findings as reported in the “Findings” 
section of the review
• Most detailed presentation of each finding 
• Should include references to the studies contributing to 

the finding
• May include data extracts from the studies contributing to 

the finding
• May include a final GRADE-CERQual assessment



Example of full review findings

17 January 2017

• This review used a thematic synthesis
approach for data analysis



Difference between "full" and "summarized" 
review finding

2. Summaries of review findings are reported in the Evidence 
Profile Table and the Summary of Qualitative Findings Table 
(SoQF)

• A shorter version of each finding that is as explicit as 
possible.

• Come in different styles and sizes. Is more than just a 
theme name. 

• The Evidence Profile and SoQF table are most useful to 
users of the review findings 



Example of a summary of a review finding in 
a Summary of Qualitative Findings (SoQF) 
table

17 January 2017



What do we mean by ’confidence in the 
evidence’?

The extent to which a review finding is a reasonable 
representation of the phenomenon of interest 

• i.e. the phenomenon of interest is unlikely to be substantially 
different from the research finding



Confidence is based on the assessment of 
4 components

4 Components



Dissemination bias in qualitative research

• Toews I, Glenton C, Lewin S, Berg RC, Noyes J, Booth A, Marusic A, Malicki M, Munthe-Kaas 
HM, Meerpohl JJ. Extent, Awareness and Perception of Dissemination Bias in Qualitative 
Research: An Explorative Survey. PLoS One, 2016 Aug 3;11(8)

• Toews I, Booth A, Berg RC, Lewin S, Glenton C,  Munthe-Kaas HM, Noyes J, Schroter S, and 
Meerpohl JJ. Dissemination Bias in Qualitative Research: conceptual considerations. Journal 
of Clinical Epidemiology 2017 Aug; 88:133-139. 

• Toews I, Booth A, Berg RC, Lewin S, Glenton C, Munthe-Kaas HM, Noyes J, Schroter S, 
Meerpohl JJ. Further exploration of dissemination bias in qualitative research required to 
facilitate assessment within qualitative evidence syntheses. J Clin Epidemiol. 2017 
Aug;88:133-139. doi: 10.1016/j.jclinepi.2017.04.010. Epub 2017 Apr 20. PMID: 28433676.



A Review finding

1) ASSESSMENT OF EACH COMPONENT 
Level of concern + explanation

Methodological 
limitations Coherence Adequacy of data Relevance

2) OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF 
CONFIDENCE

Confidence level + explanation

No/very minor concerns
Minor concerns
Moderate concerns
Serious concerns

High Confidence
Moderate confidence
Low confidence
Very low confidence



When and where do we use GRADE-CERQual?

• GRADE-CERQual meant to be applied in all types of QES 
(although so far mainly used for more descriptive findings so 
far)

• GRADE-CERQual assessments designed for use in all types of 
decision making processes

• GRADE-CERQual is applied near the end of the review 
process and requires review authors to draw on data they've 
produced in the review process (e.g. critical appraisals, study 
description table, extracted data underlying findings). 





Two key outputs of applying GRADE-CERQual

• Evidence Profile Table
• Summary of Qualitative Findings (SoQF) table



Evidence Profile table

Ørtenblad et al. Users' Experiences With Home Mechanical Ventilation: A Review of Qualitative 
Studies. Respiratory Care September 2019, 64 (9) 1157-1168; DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.4187/respcare.06855



Summary of Qualitative Findings (SoQF) table

Bohren MA, Berger BO, Munthe-Kaas H, Tunçalp Ö. Perceptions and experiences of labour companionship: a 
qualitative evidence synthesis. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2019, Issue 3. Art. No.: CD012449. 
DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD012449.pub2.



Most recent guidance



What skills do you need to apply GRADE-
CERQual?

•An understanding of 
systematic review
methodology

•An understanding of
the principles of
qualitative research



GRADE-CERQual is not a tool for:

• Assessing how well an individual 
qualitative study was conducted 

• Assessing how well a systematic review of 
qualitative studies was conducted

• Assessing how much confidence to place 
in review findings in general.

• Assessing confidence in findings of a 
narrative synthesis of quantitative studies 
when a meta-analysis is not possible



GRADE-CERQual is a tool for:

• assessing how much confidence to 
place in individual review findings 
from qualitative evidence syntheses



CERQual made easy



Scenario:

Decision makers are considering a new healthcare 
service for women. But before they introduce it, they 
want to know whether those affected, including female 
patients and healthcare workers, are likely to accept it.

A review of qualitative research is commissioned and 
conducted

One of the findings describes women’s experiences of 
the intervention

































After assessing all four components an overall 
assessment is made, expressed as either:

- High confidence
- Moderate confidence
- Low confidence
- Very low confidence

For each GRADE-CERQual component, you
need to identify your concerns and whether
these are:

• No or very minor concerns
• Minor concerns
• Moderate concerns 
• Serious concerns



After assessing all four components an overall 
assessment is made, expressed as either:

- High confidence
- Moderate confidence
- Low confidence
- Very low confidence



New Online Tool!



Methodological limitations

The extent to which there are problems in 
the design or conduct of the primary studies 
supporting a review finding



Concerns about methodological limitations

the primary studies underlying a review finding 
are shown to have problems in the way they 
were designed or conducted

 We are less confident that the review finding 
reflects the phenomenon of interest when:

 A critical appraisal tool for qualitative studies 
should be used to make this assessment
 Typically includes appraisals of how the participants 

and settings were selected, how data was collected 
and analysed, researcher reflexivity etc

 See Munthe-Kaas et al, 2019, and Noyes et al. 2017 for 
what to look for in a critical appraisal tool when you are 
planning to apply GRADE-CERQual 



Grounds for concern

Where methodological limitations have been 
identified, think about the following issues: 
• Is this particular limitation likely to have had a serious 

impact on the review finding? Some limitations may 
be more serious than others and other limitations 
may be serious for some review findings but not for 
others. 

• What is the relative contribution of these studies to 
the review finding? If these studies are key studies, 
this is of more concern.



Coherence

An assessment of how clear and 
cogent the fit is between the data 
from the primary studies and the 
review finding



Concerns about coherence

We are less confident that the finding 
reflects the phenomenon of interest when 
the fit between the data from the primary 
studies and the review finding is not 
completely clear



Assessing coherence of the review finding: Dealing
with variation or ambiguity in the data

Option 1:

Most children preferred staff to have 
week-long shifts because they liked 
the stability and structure and the 
opportunity to form attachment.  
Children in one study preferred short 
shifts, but these children had poor 
relationships with their caregivers. In 
one study the experiences of the 
children were unclear. 

No concerns about coherence

Option 2: 

In situations where children have good 
relations with their caregivers, they 
prefer longer shifts because these provide 
stability and structure and opportunities 
to form attachment.

Minor concerns about coherence. The 
finding is broadly supported by the data. 
However, one study gave a contradictory
account of children’s experiences, 
although this may be explained by their
poor relationship with caregivers. In 
another study, children’s experiences
were unclear. 
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Grounds for concern

If finding is descriptive in nature
• Varied data - Some elements of the underlying body of evidence 

might not fit the description of the key patterns captured in the 
review finding.  

• Ambiguous data - Key aspects of the underlying body of evidence 
may be vaguely defined or described, or defined in different ways. 

Varied data or ambiguous data must either be reflected in the review 
finding or discussed and represented in the assessment of coherence.

If finding is interpretive in nature
• There are plausible alternative descriptions, interpretations or 

explanations that could be used to synthesise the data.



Adequacy of data

The degree of richness and quantity 
of data supporting a review finding



Concerns about adequacy of data

the data underlying a review finding are not 
sufficiently rich or only come from a small 
number of studies or participants

Review authors need to make a judgement on 
what constitutes data that are not sufficiently 
rich or too small a number in the context of a 
specific review finding

We are less confident that the finding reflects 
the phenomenon of interest when:



Grounds for concern
You may have concerns regarding the adequacy of the data if: 

• there are insufficient details to gain an understanding of the 
phenomenon described in the review finding

• the review finding is supported by data from only one or very 
few studies, participants or observations

• Review findings that are simple and primarily descriptive: 
relatively superficial data may be sufficient. 

• Review finding that are complex or explanatory:  you may have 
concerns if the finding is based on data that is too superficial to 
allow a sufficient exploration of the phenomenon



Relevance

The extent to which the body of evidence from 
the primary studies supporting a review finding 
is applicable to the context specified in the 
review question



Concerns about relevance

the contexts of the primary studies underlying a 
review finding are substantively different from 
the context of the review question

We are less confident that the finding reflects 
the phenomenon of interest when:



What do we mean by "contexts"
• Time (for example, were the studies conducted too long ago to 

be relevant?) 
• Setting (for example, country of the study, place of care, rural 

vs. urban)
• Treatment (for example, is the treatment in the study different 

from the one specified in the review question?)
• Perspective (for example, do we only have information about a 

subset of the population of interest?)



Grounds for concern

• Indirect relevance: One study included in a 
review focused on health workers’ 
perceptions of women’s experience while the 
review was interested in women’s experience

• Partial relevance: Most of the included 
studies in the review were from the USA, 
while the review was global in focus

• Unclear relevance: The review is interested 
in 18-25 year olds, but some studies describe 
participants as "young adults" without ages.



After assessing each of the separate components, we make an overall 
judgement of the confidence in each review finding



Additional support

• With applying the GRADE-CERQual approach
• Q&A Webinars - https://www.cerqual.org/upcoming-events/ 

• With using iSoQ
• iSoQ Drop-in support webinars https://www.cerqual.org/upcoming-events/
• Help Videos - https://isoq.epistemonikos.org/help
• iSoQ tech support: isoq@episetemonikos.org



Coming soon...

• Results of an Evaluation of GRADE-CERQual's use in Evidence 
Synthesis that focuses on fidelity to and reporting of the GRADE-
CERQual approach - currently under review

• 2nd iSoQ Launch Webinar hosted by PAHO and EVIPNet Americas
• May 19 2022 @ 11:00 Eastern Time (US and Canada)
• Registration: https://paho-

org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_KZgaEb7HRzmogYu8N6cBBw



To learn more about GRADE-CERQual

• Join the mailing list and/or project group via the webpage or email 
below

GRADECERQual@gmail.com
www.cerqual.org/contact

@CERQualNet


